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1. (S/NF/SK) Monitor Tasking: Monitor intent was, in order: to get 
the Source to the proper location (building), identify the document's 
possessor, and then to obtain a cursory description of the document and ~ 
its substance. (Future sessions would be devoted to more detailed 
perceptions). 

2. (S/NF/SK) Source Tasking: The source was initially provided with 
the target coordinates only. After perceiving what the monitor felt was 
the target building, the Source was instructed to perceive a "target 
person" who works within the building. This done (to the monitor's 
satisfaction) the Source was directed to describe a "document" in the 
possession of this person. 

3. (S/NF/SK) Summary: Source's summary attached. Much of the data 
relating to the document's substance should be considered fraught with 
AOL. 

4. (S/NF ISK) Comments: It is parti cuI arl y i nteresti ng that the Source 
recognized the person as being "familiar". Monitor plans to have the 
Source reacquire the document and begin perceptions of it anew. 
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2. (8-88) The outsi de of t.he si te appeared at first as a 1 arge, 
oppressive, seemingly walled-in building. It reminded me (AOL) 
of a prison or a compound of some sort. The inside was very 
impressive ~nd pret.t.y. It reminded me (AOL) of ~n art gallery. 
There were people inside this structure who seemed to be well 
dressed and just. milling about, as though (AOL) at. a social 
gath~:?r· i ng. 

:~::. <!3--'BS) j-'Iaving bef."m cue(j trJ look for a ~ingle person,~ I 
det.edcted i man whom I have the strong feeling that I have known 
personally. Asked to perceive the time of intersection between 
~y path and his, I perceived two points, one past and one future 
(S~1e ~;;ketch, p. 14) 

4. (S-S8) Having the further cueing that I should describe the 
contents of a document which this person had, I got the following 
Pf21'''c:£~pt.i on~5: 

a. The person in question has a feeling of dread and fear 
about the contents of the document, and would like to prevent 
the results of the document. 

b. The impression that the document addresses methods and 
concepts to bring something about (from concept into 
f;e~:itl:i ty) • 

c. The "something" being brought about seems to require 
restricted areas. 

d. There was a repeated impression of germ or biological 
warfar'e. 

5. There was a final impression of another man firing a missile, 
again with the strong impression of biological warfare. This man 
seemed to be dressed in khaki clothing, and was chuckling evily, 
as though he had just gotten away with something he knew he 
wasn't supposed to do. 
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